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EDITOR’S Insight
By Mike Demler, Editorial Director

@MikeDemler

Reflections on DAC
in our DAC-50
Commemorative Edition
Welcome to the 2013 edition of
OpenSystems Media’s EDA Digest
Resource Guide. It might be appropriate to refer to this as the DAC-50
Commemorative Edition, since it is
likely that you are reading this just
as the industry is in the midst of
celebrating the 50th occurrence of
the Design Automation Conference
(DAC), EDA’s largest annual gathering. DAC has changed a lot over
the years, and it will be interesting
to see how the event will fare in its
first ever visit to Austin, TX.
As I noted in my Spring 2013 EDA
Digest Column (http://opsy.st/
ZboZMt), DAC traces its origins
back to 1964, when Pat Pistilli created the “Society to Help Avoid
Redundant Effort,” or SHARE, by
convening a small group of invitees
from industry CAD departments.
Pat and his wife, Marie, went on to
found MP Associates, which continues to manage the registration
process for DAC and several other
industry events, such as DVCon.
I have personally attended something like 15 DACs, most of them
while I was working in EDA, first as
an applications engineer and later
in marketing. When EDA was really
booming, we had DAC in major
convention centers in New Orleans
and Las Vegas. In more recent years,
as DAC has gotten smaller, venues
have alternated between San
Francisco, Anaheim, and San Diego.
Long gone are the days when you
would see the executives of a major

EDA company strolling down Bourbon Street carrying (not
empty) hurricane glasses from Pat O’Briens. I attended my first
infamous “Denali Party” at a DAC in New Orleans, but in those
days the entire show had more of a party air to it. Companies
would try to outdo each other with magicians, comedians,
and all sorts of scripted performances and giveaways in their
booths on the show floor to compete for the attention of the
attendees. Nowadays, as the EDA industry has matured and
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the average age of its participants has gotten older, DAC is a
much quieter, more business-like event.
Even with the old party atmosphere, working DAC as an
employee of an exhibiting company could be exhausting and
stressful. The application engineers who are required to perform demos on demand get my utmost respect. I’ll never forget
my very first DAC, when my CEO grabbed the nearest AE (me)
to show an important customer a feature of a tool that I wasn’t
familiar with. Marketing folks generally get less respect from
engineers making their tour of the vendors, but have you ever
tried giving the same presentation every hour on the hour for
three days straight? This may be less common now for the
established companies, but for a startup trying to compete with
the big guys, that was your one big opportunity to get in front
of as many people as you could, so you didn’t waste it.
In keeping with the DAC-50 theme, in this issue of EDA Digest
we have a set of contributed articles from industry leaders that
will provide three different perspectives on the impact that
DAC has had over its history, and offer a look at what we might
expect in the future. The 50th DAC General Chair, Yervant
Zorian of Synopsys, starts out with a historical perspective on
how the conference has mirrored growth and change in the
semiconductor industry, from the early hand-built designs to
today’s billion transistor SoCs. He hints that we can expect
some of the local Texas atmosphere to be evident at the show,
which will feature presentations by executives from some of the
Austin-based electronics companies, among them Dr. James
Truchard, the co-founder and president and CEO of National
Instruments. Dr. Truchard is set to describe a platform-based
approach for designing distributed heterogeneous systems
consisting of multicore processors and FPGAs. There will also
be a “Designed in Austin” session focusing on some of the
most prominent designs to originate in Texas’s capital.
The tagline for the 2013 DAC is “Celebrating 50 years of
Innovation,” and Kathryn Kranen, President & CEO of Jasper
Design Automation and the current Chair of the EDA Consortium,
has shared with us her thoughts on the impact that DAC has had
on EDA innovation. She sees participation in DAC as playing a critical role in influencing the evolutionary roadmap for EDA development, in both the short term and longer. DAC, says Kranen,
provides a necessary “forcing function” to drive companies to
focus their messaging and enhance their product offerings.
It is interesting to see that Kranen describes DAC as a technical conference with exhibits, which is sometimes lost in all the
marketing hype on the show floor. Embedded system design
continues to grow as part of the DAC Technical Program, with
sessions scheduled on Embedded Architectures & Platforms,
Embedded Design Methodologies, Software, and System
Validation and Verification.
In our third contributed article, we are fortunate to have
Walden C. Rhines, Chairman and CEO of Mentor Graphics,
provide his unique personal perspective in “DAC: Looking
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back and looking ahead.” Dr. Rhines began his career at Texas
Instruments in the pre-EDA era, when there was no alternative but for the major semiconductor companies to develop
their own proprietary CAD tools. I spent a year in the TI-Dallas
Design Automation Division (DAD) that he later managed,
and can attest to his description of the role that group had in
providing a competitive advantage to the company. TI even
did early work on voice-recognition user interfaces for CAD; it
didn’t work very well at the time, but was still decades ahead
of systems that we are just seeing become usable today. “Siri,
design me an SoC,” anybody?
Eventually though, TI and other companies could not keep up
with the numerous advances that the independent EDA companies had developed. The growth of the EDA industry went
hand-in-hand with the emergence of the fabless semiconductor
industry, as chip design no longer required investment in a
manufacturing facility, and tools could be licensed or purchased
rather than created in-house. In his trademark style, Dr. Rhines
provides a quantitative analysis of how the EDA industry
evolved to address the needs of designers, and provides an
astute look at the predictors of where it must go in the future.
Given his record for accurately forecasting the growth paths
for EDA, based on his 2004 DAC keynote address, I strongly
suggest that everyone with an interest in the industry pay close
attention to what he has to say.
DAC might not be quite “over the hill” yet. After all, it is still
only 49 years old! However, as the perspectives of our contributors show, it will need to continue to change and adapt
with the industry. In this stage of its evolution, DAC seems
to be transforming back to something closer to its roots. The
sharing of knowledge in the technical program will continue to
grow in importance compared to the show floor, as a forum for
exchanging ideas on the increased challenges developers will
face in the post-Moore’s Law era.
As Kathryn Kranen points out, for exhibitors DAC is an investment by the largest EDA companies that subsidizes growth and
innovation from the startups. For DAC to continue, EDA companies will need to continue to make those investments at the
same time the Big 3 (especially) are focusing more on their private events under the auspices of their user groups. Cadence
tried pulling out of DAC once. Hopefully, we won’t see anything
like that again anytime soon. However, EDAC Board Member
PDF Solutions is still a no-show at DAC, so there is still more
opportunity to grow participation across the design ecosystem.
I see the growth opportunities for DAC in two directions:
full top-to-bottom systems development, with an increased
emphasis on software, and manufacturing. We have already
seen the foundries, such as TSMC and GLOBALFOUNDRIES,
occupy some of the largest and most prominent spaces on the
DAC show floor. The design industry is now a four-way collaboration, consisting of EDA, IP, foundries, and customers. All
parties must have full participation if DAC is to continue to its
50th birthday and beyond.
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Celebrating 50 years of innovation
at DAC 50 in Austin, Texas
By Yervant Zorian, 50th DAC General Chair

For 50 years, the Design Automation Conference (DAC) has
been the primary once-a-year event bringing together people
involved in electronic design. It has changed over the years just
as design, and the importance of electronics, has changed.
DAC started as a small event, the SHARE
design automation workshop, allowing
people working on design inside large
verticals such as AT&T and IBM to get
together along with a few academics
working in the area at the time. Back
then, in 1964, there was no third party
EDA industry, and barely even a semiconductor industry. It was a year later
that Gordon Moore noticed that the
number of transistors on integrated
circuits seemed to be growing exponentially, a fact that, of course, would
change everything over time.
The 1970s saw the beginnings of the
EDA industry with layout moving from
rubylith to computers. But it was in the
1980s that EDA really started to grow
quickly, since Moore’s law meant that
doing anything by hand was becoming
infeasible. As DAC became more important, a trade show was added to the
academic conference in 1983. Like DAC
itself, many companies started small
and grew bigger, and DAC became the
forum for companies to announce new
products and to demonstrate them to
potential users.
Designers started to depend not just on
EDA tools, but also on IP blocks, design
services, foundries, and embedded
software. DAC expanded its scope and
started to cover all these areas, too.
Now, 50 years later, DAC covers the
whole space of electronic design with
presentations, panel sessions, a management track, and an exhibit hall in which
pretty much every company working in
the area is present.

This year’s DAC will be very special, not
just because it is the 50th anniversary, but
also because it is in Austin for the first
time. All the traditional aspects of DAC
such as panels, tutorials, and papers will
all be there as usual, but there will be
much more.
Designer presentations throughout the
conference – in the conference hall and
the exhibit floor – will outline technology
trends and how tools are being used.
There will be half a dozen keynotes by
senior executives from semiconductor
companies, several from the Austin area.
Visionary talks by senior executives and
analysts in the EDA industry and by top
academics will look to the future. In
addition, there will be six presentations
looking back over the 50-year history
of electronic design and forward to the
future challenges and potential trends.
Of course, DAC and the design ecosystem wouldn’t be what it is today
without the people who make it happen,
so DAC will be celebrating them. Firstly,
there is a large 50th birthday event for
DAC featuring the nine-time Grammy
winning band Asleep at the Wheel. This
celebration is to be held at Austin City
Limits on Monday evening, to which
everyone at DAC, whether attendees or
exhibitors, is invited.
Then, on Wednesday evening, there
will be an awards banquet to recognize
and thank individuals who have been
key in the history of DAC: people who
presented significant papers, people

who created
significant
companies, and
volunteers who
made DAC what it
is today.
When DAC started 50 years ago, it was
very U.S.-focused. But design, EDA, IP
and embedded software are now distributed all over the world. DAC has
played the role of a global forum, the
central event of the industry no matter
where people are based. To honor this
geographic breadth, part of the exhibit
floor will showcase how different countries have invested in electronic design.
As there have been 50 years of DAC, 50
countries will have stands showing their
strengths in academia, industry, investment, and government.
Austin is a major electronics hub, perhaps more major than many people
realize. There will be a special designer
track, “Designed in Austin,” with dedicated sessions highlighting some of the
major products that have been designed
in the area (with presentations about
PowerPC, AMD, Freescale, and others),
as well as a special program for executives from Austin companies.
Of course, DAC doesn’t finish after 50
years. There will be a 51st DAC next
year in San Francisco. But with the 50th
birthday of DAC and the first time in
Austin, this year’s DAC June 2-6 will
be extra special – an event not to be
missed.
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The impact of DAC
on EDA innovation
By Kathryn Kranen, President & CEO, Jasper Design Automation,
and Chairman, EDA Consortium
The Design Automation Conference (DAC) influences EDA
innovation throughout the entire ecosystem – not only for EDA
startups, but also for established EDA technology suppliers, users,
and other ecosystem players such as IP providers.
DAC is an annual technical conference with vendor exhibits
that brings together worldwide thought leaders to explore and
advance the state of the art of how electronic chips and systems
are developed.
People often say that the main value of DAC is the “networking,”
but what do we mean by that? It means the open exchange of
information that fuels innovation – information such as customer
requirements, problem descriptions, product feedback, competitive positioning, and more. So, during an intense three or four
days of presentations, demos, tutorials, panels, and small private
meetings, the course of EDA evolution is charted for the coming
months or years.
DAC contributes to innovation by EDA startups through:
Pacing Mechanism:
DAC provides a muchneeded yearly “compelling event” that
drives new product versions and capabilities,
as well as new/updated
positioning messages,
product collateral, customer success stories,
and the like. Through
herculean efforts to prepare for DAC, startups
transform themselves
annually. It’s hard to
imagine how all that
work would be done
so quickly without the
forcing function of DAC.
Market Intelligence:
Through exposure to
DAC papers, panels,
customer meetings, and
vendor exhibits, startups
identify opportunities to

provide superior solutions, fill gaps in current flows, or address
customers’ upcoming
challenges.
Customer Feedback:
“Suite meetings” at
DAC are a perfect
setting for intimate customer discussions. Within three days,
startups can test market new solutions to three dozen customers, while refining and evolving their value proposition –
and sometimes products.
Exposure: Customers come to DAC to find solutions to their
latest problems, and just to check out what’s new. Were it
not for DAC, many EDA startups would not have any access
to these customers. Some lack sales channels that are able to
open doors at key accounts; sometimes the product or the
messaging aren’t quite good enough to entice a customer
to engage — but the
critical feedback will
happen at DAC. A
case in point: David
Peterman of Texas
Instruments said they
came to meet with 15
startups — much easier
than doing one at a
time.
Validation: Startups
need to show their
investors that there is
“market pull” for their
products. What better
forum than DAC to collect this evidence?
Customer Pipeline:
Unquestionably, DAC
fills the sales pipeline
and provides huge efficiency in qualifying and
prioritizing opportunities. Thanks to the wellqualified nature and
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Hearing all of the benefits for EDA startups, one might wonder
why large EDA companies would support – or even tolerate –
DAC. After all, the big vendors already have relationships with
most customers attending DAC, and can meet with them any
time they want. One would expect the product managers of the
large EDA players to resent DAC for giving competing startups
exposure and advancing their efforts. However, large EDA companies benefit from DAC as well, though it may not contribute
nearly as directly to their bottom line:
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Critical Mass: DAC provides the catalyst for important, but often impossible-to-schedule multi-party meetings.
Three-party meetings, face-to-face sessions to discuss standards, and open
birds-of-a-feather meetings are critical
to charting a course to solving the biggest problems. DAC facilitates this kind
of industry engagement by gathering
all the needed parties.
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Are you coding the bright way?
Design and Verification Tools (DVT)
Advanced code editing features, such as autocomplete, errors signaled on the fly,
refactoring, and task tracking, help you write new source code much faster and
simplify the maintenance of legacy code.
Smart code navigation and visualization features, such as hyperlinks, structural
browsing, signal tracing, and diagrams, enable you to quickly locate relevant
information and easily understand the source code.
Choose DVT – the integrated development environment (IDE) for the e language,
SystemVerilog, and VHDL.
Learn more at: www.dvteclipse.com

DAC stimulates innovation by EDA customers as well, for many of the reasons
mentioned above. Serious EDA users
and methodologists come to DAC to
see what their peers and competitors
are doing, and to explore new solutions. They inevitably leave DAC with
fresh ideas and inspiration to advance
their development methods.
I look forward to seeing you at the 50th
DAC in Austin, Texas, June 2-6.
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DAC: Looking back
and looking ahead
By Walden C. Rhines,
Chairman and CEO, Mentor Graphics

Probably no IEEE conference in history has generated the Design
Automation Conference’s (DAC’s) level of financial success, which
at one time, I am told, generated a large enough surplus to fund
the deficits of all the other IEEE conferences in the world. While it
started as a conference for researchers in university, government,
and industrial laboratories, it has changed character substantially.
The show floor emerged and grew to become the place for
comparison shopping before making a corporate commitment to
a design automation approach.
I began my design activity at Texas Instruments (TI) in an
environment of proprietary, internally developed design software and hardware. As early pioneers in the semiconductor
industry, TI, Motorola, and Fairchild all had to develop their
own semiconductor design and manufacturing tools. These
tools played a major role in competitive differentiation. As
Small Scale Integration (SSI) graduated to Medium Scale
Integration (MSI) and then to Large Scale Integration (LSI), the

role of design tools became critical to the race to introduce
new generations of products. TI had fallen behind in ResistorTransistor-Logic (RTL) and Diode-Transistor-Logic (DTL) but
was determined to move ahead with the new generation of
Transistor-Transistor-Logic (TTL). Part of the strategy was a
“design factory” to generate more than one new TTL design
per week. That required a highly automated system to create
schematics, draw and edit layouts, generate photomasks,
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develop test programs, and fabricate prototypes. This system changed the leadership in semiconductor logic by generating
more TTL part types than the competition.
TI was forever grateful to John Hanne and
the design automation team that made
this victory possible. But every victory carries with it the seeds of failure, and this
success wedded TI to proprietary design
automation tools as a critical competitive
differentiator.
Meanwhile, the rest of the world began
moving to open, commercial systems,
like Calma, in the late 1970s. While TI had
some innovative design technology, like
the Silent 700 terminals we could use at
home to work on our design simulations,
the company inevitably fell behind by the
1980s as commercial EDA tools grew in
popularity.

n

Figure 1 | Most EDA revenue growth comes from major new design
methadologies.

As I moved from design group to design group in TI, we lobbied for permission to buy commercial EDA tools with little success. In 1982, however, as part of a major reorganization of TI’s
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Semiconductor Group, the Design Automation Division (DAD)
was added to organizations reporting to me. That same year,
the DAD management attended DAC in Las Vegas and evaluated competing equipment from Mentor, Daisy, and others.
We adopted the Mentor Graphics Idea Station across the
Semiconductor Group and a new era began at TI. From then
on, I religiously attended DAC each year and watched the rapid
progression of EDA technology.
That period in the 1980s and ‘90s was exciting for EDA not
only because of new technology that emerged at a rapid rate,
but because of the innovative new companies that appeared.
Starting a semiconductor company in the 1980s meant significant capital investment for wafer fab capability (until Chips and
Technologies ushered in the fabless model), but EDA companies could be created and grown with very little investment,
sometimes just the willingness of innovative people to go
without pay or sleep for a period of time. DAC was the place
where these companies appeared, first in the back rows and
then expanding to larger booths.
At the 2004 DAC, I was asked to give a keynote address.
With help from Merlyn Brunken, Mentor’s market intelligence
director, I performed an analysis of the growth history of EDA
and discovered a phenomenon (Figure 1) that provided the
clues to the long-term future growth of the EDA industry.
By aggregating and analyzing EDA license and maintenance
by design methodology – such as custom IC layout, PCB
design, ASIC design, customer-owned tooling design, etc. –
we discovered that the EDA market grows rapidly whenever
a new design methodology is introduced. As soon as most
designers have the basic tool set, the market growth flattens,
even though EDA companies must continue to invest in the
older methodologies and must sell ever more copies of the
software just to keep the revenue for that methodology flat.
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In my speech, I predicted that, in addition
to IP as a business, the EDA industry would
have to achieve most of its future growth
from newly emerging design challenges.
I chose Design for Manufacturing (DFM),
Electronic System Level Design (ESL), and
Analog/RF as likely candidates for growth
of EDA license and maintenance revenue.
Figure 2 shows what transpired over the
decade. Essentially, all the growth in EDA
license and maintenance revenue came
from four areas – DFM, formal verification, ESL, and IC/ASIC analysis (mostly
power analysis) – while the rest of EDA
grew hardly at all. Large EDA markets
like Printed Circuit Board (PCB) layout,
RTL simulation, and place and route have
been nearly flat for more than a decade,
even though these tools and flows require
growing investment each year by the tool
providers.

n

Figure 2 | Growth areas in EDA include DFM, RET, formal verification,
ESL, and power analysis.

The bigger opportunity for EDA
lies in designing and verifying complex
electronics in cars, planes, trains,
and other equipment.
The market for DFM, including resolution enhancement technology (RET), was nearly zero at the beginning of the century.
It became the fastest growing product category for EDA as
a whole new set of users, the manufacturing community, was
able to save billions of dollars and avoid moving from 193 nm
lithographic technology by adopting resolution enhancement
software. Today, the RET market is approaching $200 million.
Similarly, formal verification, ESL, and power analysis were
broadly adopted because of new challenges in complexity and
low-power design created a critical need for new capabilities.
As always, historic trends provide clues to the future. The EDA
industry will have to continue to invest heavily in maintaining
and upgrading traditional design methodologies but the
growth will come from solving new problems and finding new
users for EDA technology.
It’s not too difficult to figure out what some of those new challenges will be. As we continue down the learning curve, the
semiconductor industry will have to provide more functions per
dollar. Shrinking feature dimensions will not solve the whole
problem and will become increasingly expensive. That means
multi-die packaging, 3D stacks, interposers, etc., will become
increasingly important and will require a wide variety of new
EDA tools, many of which are already available. Smaller features

will require analysis tools to handle physical phenomena that
were interesting, but not mission critical, in the past. Examples
include electromigration, reliability (including ElectroStatic
Discharge (ESD) protection), in-die physical parameter variation, redundancy (or self-healing) of both logic and memory,
and more.
Even more exciting for the future of EDA will be the new users
who will emerge, most of whom have never attended a DAC.
Embedded software development is now more than half the
effort required to design, verify, and release a new chip or module.
Software developers typically outnumber hardware designers on
most IC design teams. Mentor will approach 10 percent of its
revenue this year from embedded software products, most of
which have their roots in the open source software community.
Even bigger than software will be the growth of EDA applications in system design. Historically for EDA, system design has
typically meant either PCB layout or ESL. Both of these design
methodologies are, in fact, encountering new challenges and
growing once again. But the bigger opportunity for EDA lies
in the enormous challenge of designing and verifying the complex electronics that are evolving in really large systems like
cars, planes, trains, and other equipment. EDA for automotive
and aerospace applications already accounts for 15 percent of
Mentor’s revenue and it is growing faster than the market for
IC design software.
Ultimately, because of growing complexity, the electronics for
complex systems must be designed virtually, just as for chips
today. Serving the $1.9 trillion industry will be a much bigger
challenge than the $300 billion semiconductor industry. And
yet, I expect to see a more and more diverse audience of
designers at DAC as EDA technology is applied to a wider and
wider range of applications.
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The most significant developments
in the history of EDA
By Mike Demler, Editorial Director

In my Spring 2013 EDA Digest editorial
(http://opsy.st/ZboZMt), I introduced
the first five of my Top 10 list of the
most significant developments in the
history of EDA. While this year’s Design
Automation Conference is the 50th,
most of EDA’s impact has come from
an industry that formed much later, and
is still in its 30s. So no need for AARP
cards just yet!
In the pre-EDA years, development of
tools for electronic design was mostly
conducted by universities such as
Stanford and U.C. Berkeley, and in the
CAD departments and R&D groups of
companies such as Texas Instruments
and AT&T Bell Labs. Calma, whose
Graphic Data Station is the first development on my list, was founded in
1964, the same year that DAC traces
to its origin as the SHareE conference. (See “The Engineering Design
Revolution” at http://www.cadhistory.
net). SPICE, the second item on my list,
was first created just a little over forty
years ago. But, until the emergence of
Daisy Systems, Mentor Graphics, and
Valid Logic Systems (collectively known
in that era as DMV) in 1981, there
really wasn’t much of an EDA industry.
Completing the first 5 of my Top 10
list are: the Level 28 transistor model,
and HSPICE; hardware description
languages Verilog and VHDL; and
Design Compiler.

Together, these five EDA developments enabled the implementation of
increasing complex digital and analog
designs. Of course, that which is implemented must also be verified, and simulators based on SPICE and Verilog/
VHDL models continue to be critically
important as both design and verification tools. Users continue to demand
improvements to capacity and performance, and it seems there is a neverending cycle of startups that come on
the scene claiming some unique advantage in yet another SPICE simulator. As
the tools, IP and Moore’s Law allowed
the creation of ICs with millions, and
now billions of transistors, a transition
occurred such that verification effort
now is greater than implementation.
That will be reflected in the last five
developments on my Top 10 list.
Design For Test (DFT)
The first position that I held in my career
was as a product engineer, where I found
myself suddenly responsible for figuring
out how to test and debug the largest
piece of silicon that Texas Instruments
had attempted to manufacture up to
that time. My Director of Engineering
called it a “jungle chip,” for the mixed
set of functions thrown together on a
single “Station Memory” TV controller.
In those days the designers did design,
and when they were done the chip was
thrown over the wall to product engineers to get into production. Though

design processes have (hopefully)
changed greatly, I think this is still the
most overlooked segment of EDA.
Rather than highlight just one tool or
technique, I will say that collectively the
development of automated methodologies for making designs testable has
had as significant an impact as any other
EDA innovation. DFT is less associated
with breakthrough products or iconic
companies, perhaps because many of
the techniques, such as fault modeling,
boundary scan, and Automated Test
Pattern Generation (ATPG), evolved
from system-level test going back to the
1960s. DFT will increase in importance
with the development of 3D ICs, which
will enable creation of a new generation
of jungle chips through stacking of multiple, heterogeneous “known good die”
together in a single package.
Static Timing Analysis (STA)
The use of timing models, and Static
Timing Analysis (STA) also developed
first for system design. The origins of
STA can be traced to circa 1980, when
Tom McWilliams wrote his Ph.D. thesis
on the Structured Computer-Aided
Design (SCALD) system timing verifier,
which he presented at DAC-15. SCALD
became the basis for the creation of
Valid Logic Systems, and also introduced
structured logic design to the industry.
(An excellent reference on those early
days is Computer History Museum’s
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interview with Tom McWilliams and Curt
Widdoes: http://www.computerhistory.
org/collections/accession/102658241).
Without STA, designers would need to
rely on time-consuming simulations to
verify timing in their designs. As it is,
achieving “timing closure” is still one of
the most difficult challenges in IC and
FPGA design. Eventually, as on-chip parasitics increasingly determined timing
performance, STA became an integral
part of the layout design process for ICs.
Now timing-driven layout is a given in
the physical synthesis of digital circuits.
Physical synthesis
As ICs and PCBs grew in complexity and
component count, the ability to physically
place all of the function blocks and interconnect them manually quickly exceeded
designers’ capabilities. This segment of
design automation for ICs, which includes
tools for floor planning, placement, and
routing, has a most checkered past.
After Cadence acquired Cooper &
Chyan in 1997, the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission charged that the move was
anti-competitive, and “would substantially reduce competition for key software
used to automate the design of integrated circuits.” According to the FTC,
Cooper & Chyan was then “the only firm
with a commercially viable constraintdriven, shape-based router.” The FTC
charged that the combination of Cooper
& Chyan with Cadence’s layout tools
would present an obstacle to market
entry for other router developers. With
the numerous large EDA acquisitions in
recent years, which have resulted in a
highly consolidated industry dominated
by the big 3 of Synopsys, Cadence, and
Mentor Graphics, newcomers might find
it hard to believe that the FTC would
have gotten involved as they did in 1997.
The settlement Cadence reached with
the FTC resulted in an even more significant development than the technology
would produce on its own. To remedy the
FTC’s concerns, Cadence was required
to establish the “Connections Program”
that enables other EDA companies,
even competitors, to develop and sell

interfaces to Cadence tools. All of the
major EDA vendors now have similar programs. It is unlikely that interoperability
would exist between different EDA vendors’ tools, had the FTC not intervened.
Also in the late 1990s, Cadence was
involved, as the victim, in the most
notorious case of white collar crime in
EDA history – the theft of their source
code by Avant! Corporation. During a
visit to a mutual customer, a Cadence
engineer discovered that the same bug
he had created was also evident in the
Avant! ArcCell product for timing-driven
layout synthesis. This set off a long legal
battle that reshaped the EDA industry in
numerous ways, well beyond place and
route. In 2002, after several Avant! executives were convicted, Synopsys acquired
the company and settled the dispute with
Cadence for just $265 million. Avant!
was ordered to pay an additional $195
million. One can imagine what the competitive positioning of the #1 and #2 EDA
vendors would be today, had Avant! not
stolen Cadence code, and had Cadence
not agreed to the deal with Synopsys.
Cadence could have forced withdrawal
of all of the products based on their technology from the market, at least delaying
Synopsys’ entry into the space, and/or
taken possession of Avant! themselves.
The FPGA prototype
Soon after they were introduced,
designers began adopting FPGAs for
“rapid prototyping.” The ability to check
out a design in a programmable device,
before committing to a PCB or ASIC,
enabled them to avoid costly respins
and reduce time-to-market.
Today, as the cost and, therefore, the
risk of producing an IC in a leading-edge
fabrication process has grown exponentially, it is no longer sufficient to rely on
the capabilities of EDA software tools
for verification and signoff. EDA vendors
have adopted FPGA prototyping as a
key component in their suites of verification tools to complement simulation and
hardware emulators, which just accelerate simulation, and virtual prototypes
that enable testing out system software before silicon is available. Hybrid

methodologies are being adopted that
combine all the techniques for hardware-software debug and verification.
Industry standards
The last development on my Top 10 list
takes us back to the beginning, to what
is now counted as the very first DAC,
and to Pat Pistilli’s motivation for creating a society to help avoid redundant
effort. Innovation thrives in an atmosphere where unnecessary barriers to
competition are removed, such as those
that result from incompatibility between
tools caused by proprietary languages
and interfaces. Besides the industry
efforts toward interoperability that
were forced by the FTC in the Cooper
& Chyan case, the development of standards through organizations such as
Accellera and the IEEE have had a very
significant impact toward eliminating
wasteful duplication of effort. Through
adoption of standards, such as Verilog’s
promotion to IEEE Standard 1364, EDA
vendors can focus on building value
through competing on tool performance
and features, rather than the language
used to run those tools. Standards help
users as well, who can apply their skills
across multiple vendors’ tools, or when
they change employers or suppliers.
Future top developments
The EDA industry is at a point where further growth cannot rely on Moore’s Law
alone. For each process node that is left,
the time to production is stretching out,
meaning that customer retooling will be
less urgent. Also, fewer and fewer companies will be able to afford developing
on those nodes. Alternatives such as 3D
ICs will provide some parallel growth
opportunities. However, for real growth
EDA must break through what I’ll call
the “System Ceiling.” We are already
hearing a lot of hype about the Internet
of Things (IoT) as the next growth driver
for semiconductors, and presumably
for EDA. But the development of the
IoT calls more than ever for integrated
solutions, which will combine connectivity and computing, and be built on
distributed systems and software. EDA
has not done so well in the world of
software design, though IP providers
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Top EDA innovations survey results
Leading up to the 2013 Resource Guide, Editorial Director Mike Demler began
his Top 10 EDA Innovations list in the March EDA Digest E-letter (edadigest.
com/eletter) with: Calma Graphic Data Station (GDS), Simulation Program with
Integrated Circuit Emphasis (SPICE), Level 28 transistor model/HSPICE, Verilog/
VHDL, and Design Compiler. We asked E-letter readers and others in the EDA
industry to give us their top EDA innovation picks among Mike’s list, and what
else makes their Top 10.
The votes were mostly split between SPICE and Design Compiler as the most
significant developments in the history of EDA among Editorial Director Mike
Demler’s first five top picks.

Calma GDS

g

Design Compiler

ilo
Ver

and

HL

VD

Level 28 transistor
model and HSPICE

SPICE

In the write-in votes for readers’ top picks, one reader also chose Static Timing
Analysis, which appeared in the rest of Mike’s top picks (see page 14). Overall,
there was a trend among TCAD and Physical Verification in the write-in votes.
Notable innovations also included:
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

HDL and verification methodology
HVL
Mead-Conway rules
Next Wave Design’s Epilog Simulator
PCB layout software
Silicon compiler
Verilog-AMS

Due to TCAD and Physical Verification being two of the oldest developments, it
makes us wonder what the answers will be in another 10 years or so. Will ESL synthesis finally reach a tipping point? Will an entirely new methodology come on the
scene to enable 3D ICs to replace monolithic scaling? Or will some other development change the electronics design industry in ways we have not yet imagined?

have long recognized its importance.
Will further moves into semiconductor
IP by Cadence and Synopsys provide
the learning necessary? Will EDA recognize the need to build complete system
design solutions? Only time will tell.
Answer to the puzzler
In my EDA Digest Spring column, I concluded with a puzzler: “What do Calma,
Synopsys, and Meta Software have in
common?”
If you read the history of Calma, the creator of the first of my Top 10 EDA developments, then cross-reference with the
history of Synopsys, you could probably
guess the answer. Adding Meta Software
to the question may have added a degree
of difficulty, since that piece of the puzzle
is a bit more challenging to discover. It’s
a lot easier if you are an IEEE Solid State
Circuits Society member.
As a follow up to the 40th anniversary
of SPICE celebration, the IEEE SolidState Circuits Magazine produced a
special issue, which included articles
by Kaufman Award winner Ron Rohrer,
Larry Nagel (Ron’s student when he
wrote SPICE-2), and Kim Hailey (cofounder of Meta Software). In his
piece, Kim wrote about the challenge
of building a business from what was
essentially open source software. Kim
wrote that Meta Software “had the
good fortune of having General Electric
(GE) send Chuck Shaw, GE’s head of
EDA CAD, to negotiate a contract with
us.” I was involved in that negotiation
from my position at GE’s Corporate
R&D Labs, where I had collaborated
with Chuck on promoting HSPICE as
our company standard simulator.
The answer then is GE. General Electric
acquired Calma in the 1980s, and
enabled the creation of what became
Synopsys by investing in Aart de Geus
and a team of engineers that spun off
their work from the GE Microelectronics
Center in Research Triangle Park. Who
would have guessed that GE was
responsible for bringing “good things
to life” for the EDA industry?
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Why Choose XtremeEDA?
By Claude Cloutier, President, XtremeEDA Corp.
Many ASIC, SoC and FPGA projects are complex undertakings that require significant effort and cost. For many companies, failure is not an option. If the chip fails in any way, the
company fails! Even for large companies, a failed project can
be financially disastrous and take years to overcome. So what
constitutes project success? I define project success to include
all of the following:
1. exceeding or meeting agreed-to technical requirements;
2. within or meeting agreed-to schedule;
3. within or meeting agreed to budget;
4. exceeding or meeting stakeholder expectations;
5. creating positive relationships; and
6. achieving product ROI success.
Success is all about finding the right balance between these
factors. The project management community uses the concept of the triple constraints (Figure 1) to illustrate the balancing act. The triple constraints address the first three factors
of project success quite nicely.
If any one of the three primary factors is changed, the other
two inevitably also change. Although other models often
include risk and quality, I’ve always thought quality and risk as
attributes of scope, time and cost. Quality and risk are crucial
and must be managed, but they are not fundamental to the
Iron Triangle since in my view they are primarily attributes.
This is particularly the case for functional verification as lower
geometries create 10x the problem space! Choosing the right
vendor is crucial to getting the job done. XtremeEDA personnel are trained to have laser-beam focus on quality and
risk throughout the life of our engagements.
When push comes to shove, the organization can only have
two out of three, and, potentially, only one out of three. For
example, if the schedule end date is fixed, as in getting an
electronic product out on the shelves for Black Friday, then
scope and cost objectives will be relaxed to ensure that it happens on time and revenue can start to be generated.

Complex ASIC, SoC and FPGA projects are particularly risky
because of the essential complexity and risks involved. There
are almost always compromises within the triple constraints.
Consequently, an organization and the project team needs to
understand at all times where in the triangle it is operating
and what factor has the highest priority.
It’s obvious to the most casual observer that a project that
is scope quality and schedule driven is highly dependent on
competent and reliable engineers that work well as a team!
If your project is schedule- and scope-quality driven, you’ll
hire XtremeEDA.
The Iron Triangle isn’t the complete picture. A high-performance team that has a handle on modern engineering
practices and tools is key to productivity, and stakeholder
relationships matter. They matter a lot! Therefore, the iron
triangle needs to include the people aspect of the problem.
Figure 2 reflects this reality.
The Gold Diamond model encapsulates the first five factors in
project success. As a professional services firm, XtremeEDA
cannot own the sixth factor of project success. We leave that
one to our clients. Nevertheless, we are mindful that we are
as much a stakeholder in the business success of the project
as our clients! This requires flexibility on both sides of the
procurement fence.
Projects only happen with people, and people require both
leadership and management. The quality and the risks associated with relationships are positively influenced by sound
management and leadership. Teambuilding and effective
communication matter a lot when it comes to creating highly
productive and trusting relationships. Our clients tell us that
it’s a noticeable difference.
XtremeEDA’s corporate culture and team have been built
on the Gold Diamond model since we formed the company
over a decade ago. Our reputation in the industry reflects
that reality and I’m truly proud of what we have accomplished
together and with our clients. If you care about schedule,
scope, quality and risk, all at a reasonable price, give us a call.
We exist to help you achieve project success!
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Figure 1 | The Triple Constraints
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www.amiq.com
DVT supports advanced verification methodologies like UVM and
accelerates their adoption.

AMIQ EDA provides design and verification engineers with platformindependent software tools that enable them to increase the speed and
quality of new code development, simplify legacy code maintenance,
improve testbench reliability, and implement best coding practices.
Its solution, Design and Verification Tools (DVT), is the first Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for the e language, SystemVerilog, and VHDL. DVT is not just a more advanced editor, but
a modern, powerful, and complete code development environment
that enables design and verification engineers to address the
increasing complexity in hardware design and verification.
Whether it is about millions of code lines for a complex design or
verification project, large class libraries, integration of IPs and
VIPs written in multiple languages, the DVT’s comprehensive set
of features bring faster code writing, intelligent code and architecture inspection, and seamless navigation through the project;
as well as refactoring, debugging, and automatic documentation
extraction. With DVT, it is easy to organize and control the code
development effort better and increase productivity. In addition,

AMIQ also provides Verissimo SystemVerilog Testbench Linter. The
tool performs static code analysis and flags suspicious language
usage and methodology violations. It can be customized to meet the
demands of small teams up to larger verification groups and helps
improve testbench code reliability, functionality, and maintainability.
The Verissimo linter integrates with the DVT IDE. Users can perform
linting and then visualize the results in the DVT GUI, which offers an
effective way to read and understand error and warning messages.
The seamless integration between the Verissimo testbench linter as a
code analysis tool and the DVT
IDE as a code development tool
further improves the verification
productivity and quality. It also
helps overcome the challenges
of the ever-increasing complexity in design and verification
and contributes to decreasing
the significant costs associated
with code maintenance.

www.aldec.com

Consumer markets continue to drive higher integration levels. Today’s products no longer follow Moore’s Law; they are driven by “More than Moore,”
where other solutions besides silicon scaling open up new integration possibilities. One example, 2.5 and 3D packaging, creates new challenges not
addressed with current generation EDA tools. Support of these revolutionary technologies requires new revolutionary EDA solutions. This is where
E-System Design, Inc. is focusing: signal and power integrity methodologies and solutions that address future integration challenges.
Sphinx 3D Path Finder (“3DPF”) is a 3D full-wave simulator for vertical
interconnects that captures the coupling effects in large interconnect
arrays. Sphinx 3DPF allows users to quickly evaluate different scenarios
and choose the optimum process and physical layout long before costly
implementation begins. To complement our 3D product, we have a SI/PI cosimulator, Sphinx for Signoff, and a DC solver, Sphinx DC. These products
focus on SI/PI signoff rather than path finding. All our products are based
on algorithms tuned for accuracy and fast analysis on complex designs.

For more information on E-System Design, Inc., visit our website at
www.e-systemdesign.com.
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www.zuken.com
Too often, issues are detected well into the design process, and communicating changes causes product delivery delays.

There are two big engineering challenges that stand out today.
First, increased product complexity requires more features and
faster performance to meet customer demands, coupled with the
pressure to reduce development time. Existing software tools and
workflows often lack an integrated environment, creating a barrier for engineering. System Architects manually communicate
requirements from product planning to engineering design, forcing design teams to redraw block diagrams and circuits, losing the
opportunity to reuse known good circuits.
Second, during product design, electrical engineers collaborate with their mechanical engineering counterparts, using unintelligent files
containing limited information with no control
over change management. This creates errorprone information exchange that leads to costly
iterations. Engineers find it difficult to drive their
intent early in the design flow and trace and validate their requirements during the design phase.

Zuken helps engineers overcome these challenges with CR-8000,
the industry’s first true system-level, integrated concept-to-manufacturing solution. Using CR-8000, engineering teams intelligently
collaborate from product planning through detailed design, driving and verifying engineering intent across the design flow. The
integrated, constraint-driven, multi-board environment ensures
products are designed to electrical, physical, and manufacturing
specifications, while logical and physical circuit reuse is available
throughout the design process. CR-8000 provides native 2D and 3D
electrical design and direct integration to best-in-class 3D MCAD
tools for simulation and analysis, helping engineers reduce design
iterations, improve collaboration during product design, and achieve
“right the first time” designs.

is MOBILE!

Download the embedded industry’s
ONLY app for FREE!
http://itun.es/iS67MQ
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www.calypto.com

Calypto Design Systems leads the industry in technologies
for ESL hardware design and RTL power optimization. These
technologies empower designers to create high-quality and
low-power electronic systems for today’s most innovative
electronic products.

Industry Leader in Technologies for ESL Hardware Design and
RTL Power Optimization

Calypto’s best-in-class technologies focus on high-level
synthesis, RTL power optimization and functional verification.

Catapult:

Catapult lets designers use industry standard ANSI C++ or
SystemC to describe functional intent at the ESL level. From
these high-level descriptions, Catapult automatically generates
production quality RTL to dramatically shorten both design and
verification in today’s hardware design flows.

›› Catapult SL – C to RTL High Level Synthesis
›› Catapult LP – C to RTL Low Power High Level Synthesis

PowerPro:
›› PowerPro CG – RTL Power Analysis and Sequential Power Optimization
›› PowerPro MG – RTL Power Analysis and Memory Power Optimization
›› PowerPro PA – RTL Power Analysis

SLEC:
›› SLEC RTL – Formal Sequential Equivalence Checker for

RTL to RTL verification

›› SLEC Pro – Formal Sequential Equivalence Checker for

PowerPro Optimized RTL
›› SLEC HLS – Formal Sequential Equivalence Checker for
HLS Generated RTL

Calypto Design Systems | 408-850-2300

PowerPro is an automated RTL power optimization and
analysis product that identifies and inserts sequential clock
gating and memory enable logic into synthesizable Verilog and
VHDL designs. PowerPro has proven to reduce power by up to
60% in RTL designs.
SLEC is a sequential equivalence checker that handles differences in design state, timing and levels of abstraction. SLEC
enables ESL hardware design by using formal methods to comprehensively prove equivalence between RTL implementations
and system-level models.
Contact: info@calypto.com
Twitter: @calyptodesign • LinkedIn: http://goo.gl/4CVz1
Facebook: http://goo.gl/1EZ47

Digital Logic Design : RTL analysis and optimization
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www.atrenta.com

SpyGlass RTL Analysis Platform
Using many advanced algorithms and analysis techniques,
SpyGlass provides designers with insight about their design, early
in the process at RTL. Thanks to the assertion synthesis technology of BugScope, functional verification is also optimized at RTL.
SpyGlass functions like an interactive guidance system for design
engineers and managers, finding the fastest and least expensive
path to implementation for complex SoCs.

FEATURES
›› Heterogeneous IP import and quality validation
›› Optimized functional verification with BugScope
›› Automated generation of assertions and coverage properties
›› Detection of structural, coding and consistency problems at the

SpyGlass provides detailed information about many aspects of
the design, including syntactic correctness, verification coverage, power consumption, testability, constraints definition, clock
synchronization and routability.
SpyGlass from Atrenta: Insight. Efficiency. Confidence.

Atrenta Inc. | 408-453-3333

earliest point in the process

›› Accurate timing and power estimation and advanced power

reduction

›› Comprehensive analysis of the performance of key design elements

such as clocks, resets and Clock Domain Crossing (CDC) circuits

›› Formal analysis of design element correctness such as bus

contention, dead code and other critical functional issues

Contact: moreinfo@atrenta.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/atrenta

Digital Verification : Testbench creation
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Verissimo SystemVerilog Testbench Linter
Verissimo SystemVerilog Testbench Linter is a static code analysis
tool that allows engineers to accurately identify improper
SystemVerilog language, semantics, and styling usage, as well
as verification methodology violations.
Verissimo can be customized to check specific coding guidelines
to meet the demands of small teams up to larger verification
groups or global companies. The tool enables engineers to improve
testbench code reliability and maintainability and implement best
coding practices.

FEATURES
›› Comprehensive library of generic SystemVerilog and UVM/OVM

checks

›› Customizable rule sets
›› API for creating new rules or customizing existing ones
›› Exhaustive waving mechanisms to disable or change the severity

of a check

›› HTML/text report generator

AMIQ’s linter runs both in batch and GUI modes. It includes a report
generator that can be used to save the results of a linting session
as a text or HTML file.

AMIQ EDA | 408-688-4747

›› Seamless integration with the DVT Eclipse IDE

Contact: sales@amiq.com
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/amiq-eda • Twitter: @amiq_eda

Digital Verification : Formal analysis
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FEATURES
›› Formal analysis and verification of architectural features, power

domains, supply network, power switching, isolation, retention

www.jasper-da.com

JasperGold Low Power Verification App
JasperGold® Low Power Verification App which enables users to
utilize formal methods for verification of power aware and power
optimized SOCs throughout the design flow. The JasperGold Low
Power Verification App is used to verify the power intent structures
and the power management circuitry and sequencing. In addition,
the new App is used to verify that power optimization does not
corrupt the chip’s functionality. The new App supports the standard
power specifications formats (UPF and CPF). The JasperGold Low
Power Verification App can be applied throughout the power-aware
verification flow, enabling the team to apply formal methods only as
needed, and at a pace that suits the team’s project requirements
and expertise. The JasperGold Low Power Verification App is tightly
integrated with the entire set of JasperGold Apps.

Jasper Design Automation | 650-966-0200

›› Analysis of third-party IP blocks
›› Verification of power-related blocks and power sequencing

JasperGold Apps:
Jasper’s unique and powerful formal technologies break
through to go beyond typical formal solutions to address a
wide range of applications.
• Connectivity Verification
• X-Propagation Verification
• RTL Development
• Behavioral and Structural Property Synthesis
• Control/Status Register Verification
• Architectural Modeling
• Design Coverage
• Post-Silicon Debug

Contact: info@jasper-da.com
Twitter: twitter.com/jasperda1 • Facebook: www.facebook.com/jasperda
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/jasper-design-automation
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ESL : System-level power
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www.doceapower.com

Architecture Power and Thermal Modeling and Simulation
Low Power architecture exploration along with power and thermal management
optimization are critical in modern system designs. Docea Power’s Aceplorer®
modeling and simulation tools brings the capabilities to rapidly create power and
thermal models from existing design data bases. The user can build hierarchical
power models at the IC/System on Chip, subsystem to full platform level.
AceThermalModeler® allows the creation of compact thermal models to
perform coupled power and thermal simulation. The systems architect can now do
dynamic simulations to develop improved thermal and power management strategies.
Aceplorer®’s modeling kit and assembly kit can automate your power model
creation from existing data base or spreadsheets. The power models can be
updated with process, voltage and temperature data from your foundry information to maintain accuracy and track the maturity of your IC design.
AceTLM connect allows the users to take performance and functional simulations to provide automated scenario/use cases for power and thermal simulation.
The cockpit tool allows the user to run multi-configuration and multi-scenario
analysis to identify optimal power and thermal management strategies.

Docea Power | P: 408-351-3407 • Fax: 408-351-3330
PCB Design : Board layout

FEATURES
›› Early exploration and optimization of power architecture and power

management policies at the system level before implementation.

›› Architecture validation by leveraging on ESL platforms and TLM

simulations.

›› Power budget tracking during implementation phases by refining

power models and use cases with most recent power data.
›› Faster power management software validation and debug by using
system level dynamic simulations as a reference and compare to
measurement for bug tracking.
›› Go beyond power estimation with thermal simulation.
Visit our blog on ChipDesignMag at:
http://chipdesignmag.com/lpd/docea

Contact: info@doceapower.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/668671?trk=tyah
edadigest.com/p9911580

www.zuken.com

CR-8000
Three dimensions. Two hands. One environment.
CR-8000 is a revolution in PCB design. It is the first completely new
system-level board design solution to be built from the start to
incorporate the latest hardware and software technologies,
enabling you to meet today’s and tomorrow’s design challenges. It
is the only concept-to-manufacturing, native 2D and 3D, multi-board
system design solution available. Incorporating accelerated
graphics developed for the video gaming industry, it allows users
to interact with their designs differently – with two hands. With the
fastest system performance in the industry, CR-8000 speeds up the
design cycle, helping you turn concepts into products and get to
market faster.

FEATURES
The CR-8000 family has fully integrated design flow that
includes these tools:
›› System Planner – A system-level design environment for upfront

planning and partitioning of electronics systems

›› Design Gateway – An engineering platform that brings extensive

design, simulation and analysis capabilities to your desktop

›› Design Force – A complete, native 3D PCB and IC package design

environment

›› DFM Center – A PCB manufacturing design and verification

CAM solution

›› Graphical Pin Manager – FPGA and PCB co-design environment.

Zuken | 978-692-4900 | 800-356-8352

Contact: info@zuken.com
Twitter: @ZukenAmericas
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/zuken

Semiconductor IP : Soft IP
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AURORA-like IP Core

FEATURES

The Reflex CES Aurora-like IP Core offers the freedom to choose the best
FPGA technology and accelerate time to market for embedded military and
telecommunications/networking applications. It offers a fully compliant
implementation of the Xilinx Aurora 8B/10B scalable, link-layer protocol for
high-speed serial communication, and allows for communication between
FPGAs through a backplane.
Based on the Aurora 8B/10B, an open standard protocol used to transport
data with higher connectivity performance for chip-to-chip and board-toboard architecture, the Reflex CES Aurora-like IP Core allows designers
to move data from point-to-point across one to sixteen serial lanes
at 3.125 Gbps. The core offers user flow control, native flow control,
immediate and completion mode, and modules to convert interfaces to and
from streaming Advanced eXtensible Interfaces (AXI). This low protocol
overhead IP core offers customers a minimal data rate transfer latency
with minimal logic resources (less than 900 equivalent logic cells for a one
lane configuration) for cost effective implementation.

›› Up to 3.125 Gbps bit rate per lane
›› Configurable up to 16 transceivers lanes
›› 8B/10B encoding
›› Native flow control with immediate and completion mode
›› User flow control
›› Additional modules to convert interfaces to and from AXI streaming
›› Full-duplex operation
›› Framing interface for user data
›› Clock compensation sequence generation
›› Per lane polarity inversion
›› Skew compensation

The Reflex CES Aurora-like 8B/10B IP Core is available now with VHDL
source code, test-benches, a reference design and user guide.
Reflex CES plans to ship an Aurora-like IP Core
that supports communication between FPGAs with a
64B/66B protocol at 10 Gbps in July 2013,

Reflex CES | +33 (0) 169 870 255

Contact: info_rxc@reflexces.com

Semiconductor IP : IP Design Management
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Agnisys - Executable Specification Pioneer
Agnisys is a pioneer in delivering innovative products to make
your team more efficient. Agnisys specializes in creating tools for
Executable Specifications. Here are the tools and how they can help
Design & Verification teams.
With IDesignSpec™ SoC/IP teams can not only create consistent,
high quality hardware specifications but also quickly and efficiently
generate code from it. Outputs include RTL, UVM, C header files,
IP-XACT and Documentation. The tool is available for MS Word,
MS Excel and Batch running on Windows and Linux.
IDesignSpec’s versatility has made it a preferred tool for the
Defense & Automotive Industry and companies where high quality
and efficiency is of utmost importance.

Agnisys, Inc. | 1-855-VERIFYY
www.agnisys.com

IVerifySpec™ is the tool for creating Executable Specifications
for Verification. It enables verification & design team to
collaborate and create an executable verification plan that is self
updating. It fits in any verification environment & helps in early
identification of verification holes.
Valued Customers: NASA-JPL, RAYTHEON,
STEC, MENTOR GRAPHICS, ICRON, EXELIS,
LEICA, CONEXANT, ALLEGRO MICROSYSTEM,
AMAZON, JOHN DEERE, WIPRO & many more.
Meet us at DAC Booth #1543

Contact: info@agnisys.com
Fax : (978) 349-6949
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Receive a Complimentary
EDA & IP Industry Market Report

Is your company a missing piece
in the EDA & IP industry?
The EDA Consortium Market Statistics Service
(MSS) is the timeliest and most detailed market
data available on EDA & IP. Top companies have
been participating in the MSS since 1996, but no
report is complete without ALL the pieces.
If your company is not contributing to the MSS, it
is a missing piece in the puzzle. Contribute your
company’s data to the MSS and receive a
complimentary Annual MSS Executive Summary.
What’s in it for your company?
• Worldwide statistics on EDA & IP revenue
• Ability to size your market
• Six years of market data for trends analysis
• The opportunity to make a positive difference
in the industry

For details contact:
mss@edac.org
(408) 287-3322
www.edac.org

